Expression of Met, the Hepatocyte Growth Factor receptor, has been shown to have prognostic value in numerous types of cancer including breast, gastric, cervical and head and neck carcinomas. However, traditional analyses of expression have shown variable results and a lack of reproducibility. The AQUA s system is a method of quantitative in situ analysis of protein expression that allows the assessment of reproducibility of both antibodies and assay conditions. Here, we illustrate the necessity for antibody validation when assaying the prognostic value of a potential biomarker. Using five antibodies to the intracellular domain of the Met receptor and 10 cell line controls, we quantitatively assess reproducibility of protein expression. We show that many antibodies are not reproducible at a quantitative level from lot to lot or assay to assay, suggesting new criteria for antibody validation. We also build upon past literature addressing the prognostic value of Met in a cohort of 640 cases of invasive breast cancer on a tissue microarray. We show that high levels of expression of nuclear Met, as determined by antibodies to the intracellular domain and defined as nuclear by subcellular compartmental analysis, is associated with shorter disease-specific survival in breast cancer.
Met, the receptor for Hepatocyte Growth Factor (HGF), is involved in signaling pathways responsible for cell motility, migration and invasion. The receptor contains an extracellular domain that interacts with its ligand HGF, a juxtamembrane domain responsible for downregulation of Met, an intrinsic tyrosine kinase domain and a COOH-terminal docking site (reviewed by Birchmeier and Gherardi 1 ). Upon binding to HGF, a conformational change occurs in the cytoplasmic domain allowing for ATP activation of the tyrosine kinase domain and subsequent autophosphorylation of the carboxy terminal docking site. The COOH-terminal docking site is capable of binding adaptor proteins Gab1 and Grb2, which, in turn, recruit an array of signal transducing proteins. This causes activation of a number of signaling pathways leading to cell proliferation, increased motility and branching morphogenesis, key pathways in embryonic development, epithelial to mesenchymal transitions and wound healing (reviewed by Zhang and Vande Woude 2 ). In mammary gland development, HGF is released from the surrounding mesenchyme triggering epithelial growth and morphogenesis in epithelial cells through the Met receptor and its activation of the PI3K pathway by activating a program for ductal tree branching and inhibition of terminal differentiation. 1, 3 High level expression of Met has been associated with poor prognosis in many types of cancers, including breast, gastric, cervical and head and neck carcinomas. In breast cancer, high or low expression of the Met receptor in comparison with normal epithelium has been associated with poor prognosis in lymph node negative breast carcinomas. [4] [5] [6] Overexpression of Met identifies a subset of cancers independent of Her2, EGFR and other hormone receptors 7 but is associated with increased Ki-67 staining. 8 Such studies suggest a correlation between Met overexpression and progression of disease and metastasis. Levels of mRNA for c-Met have been positively correlated with differentiation in cancer cell lines. 9 This is supported by further studies showing increasing Met expression in normal epithelium, normal epithelium within invasive carcinomas, ductal carcinoma in situ (DCIS) and highest expression in invasive carcinomas. 10 These studies also point to the heterogeneity of Met found within tumors, the greatest expression being found on the 'invasive front' of the tumor. 8, 11 Most of the studies showing a correlation between Met and disease progression have been done using the traditional immunoperoxidase/diamino-benzoate (DAB)-based staining system with antibodies to the COOH-terminus of Met. One such study found that antibodies to the intracellular domain of Met are predictive of worse outcome in lymph node negative breast carcinomas while antibodies to the extracellular domain are not predictive. 5 It has been noted in some studies that immunohistochemical expression of Met is not only membranous and cytoplasmic, but also at times, strongly nuclear, particularly in the 'invasive front' of tumors. 8 A recent study from our lab may explain this observation. We have shown that a cytoplasmic fragment of the Met receptor is generated in less differentiated cells and translocates to the nucleus; yet upon differentiation or formation of mature cell-cell contacts, these cells retain Met at the membrane. 21 In this study, we assess the antibody reproducibility for many of the Met-directed antibodies used in previous studies. The highly variable results illustrate the need for antibody validation prior to protein expression analysis on valuable human tissue cohorts. Reproducibility of these COOHterminal Met antibodies was determined using a breast carcinoma tissue microarray. Using this cohort and automated quantitative analysis (AQUA), a reproducible Met monoclonal antibody was identified and used to analyze the predictive value of Met in the nucleus. In a cohort of 640 breast carcinomas, nuclear expression of Met is predictive of worse outcome (P ¼ 0.02) in a 5-year survival analysis.
METHODS
Cell Lines and Antibodies HEK293 cells were acquired from ATCC (Manassas, VA USA) and cultured in DMEM supplemented with 10% FBS. Antibodies to the cytoplasmic domain of Met were mouse monoclonals 3D4 from Zymed Laboratories (San Francisco, CA, USA) and MAB3729 from Chemicon (Temecula, CA, USA). Polyclonal antibodies were C12 and C28 from Santa Cruz Biotechnologies (Santa Cruz, CA, USA) and CVD13 from Zymed. DO24 is a mouse monoclonal antibody from Upstate (Lake Placid, NY, USA) directed to the extracellular domain of Met.
Western Blot Analysis HEK293 cells were harvested in RIPA buffer. Lysate concentrations were measured using BioRad reagent and 40 mg of total lysate was loaded onto 10% SDS-polyacrylamide gels and transferred to Hybond ECL nitrocellulose membrane (Amersham Biosciences, Piscataway, NJ, USA). Membranes were blocked in 1% bovine serum albumin, Tris-buffered saline and 1% Tween (BSA/TBS/Tween) for 1 h. Primary antibodies at a 1:500 dilution were added to BSA/TBS/Tween and incubated for 1 h at room temperature. Membranes were washed with TBS/Tween and then incubated with horseradish peroxidase-conjugated goat anti-mouse or goat antirabbit secondary antibody (Jackson Labs, Bar Harbor, ME, USA) at a dilution of 1:20 000 for 1 h at room temperature. Signals were detected using ECL reagent (Amersham Biosciences, Piscataway, NJ, USA) and exposed to the film.
Tissue Microarray Construction
Tissue microarrays were constructed from formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded breast cancer specimens as described previously. 12 Tumor regions were selected by pathologists for coring. The tissue microarray was constructed with 0.6-mmdiameter cores spaced 0.8 mm apart using a Tissue Microarrayer (Beecher Instruments, Sun Prairie, WI, USA). The tissue microarray block was cut into 5 mm sections, adhered to the slide by an adhesive tape-transfer method (Instrumedics Inc., Hackensack, NJ, USA) and UV crosslinked.
Patient Cohort
The breast cohort consists of 688 samples of invasive ductal carcinoma serially collected from the Yale University Department of Pathology from 1961 to 1983. The mean followup time is 12.8 years with a mean age of diagnosis of 58.1 years. This cohort contains approximately half node-positive and half node-negative specimens. Detailed treatment information was not available for this cohort.
Immunohistochemistry
Tissue microarrays were deparaffinized by two xylene rinses followed by 100% and 70% ethanol washes. Antigen retrieval was performed by pressure cooking slides in sodium citrate (pH 6.0). Slides were incubated for 30 min in 2.5% hydrogen peroxide in methanol to block endogenous peroxidase activity followed by 0.3% bovine serum albumin in 1 Â TBS for 1 h to reduce non-specific background staining. Slides were incubated first with an anti-cytokeratin monoclonal or polyclonal antibody (DAKO, Carpinteria, CA, USA) and a Met antibody overnight at 41C. Slides were washed three times in TBS and incubated with secondary antibodies Alexa 488 (Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR, USA) and mouse or rabbit Envision (DAKO, Carpinteria, CA, USA). The slides were washed three times in TBS described above and incubated for 10 min with Cy-5 tyramide (NEN Life Science Products, Boston, MA, USA). The slides were then mounted in Prolong Gold with DAPI (Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR, USA) and covered with a cover slip.
Automated Quantitative Analysis of Protein Expression
Tissue microarray images were taken as part of an automated image acquisition and analysis as described previously. 13 Briefly, images of tissue and cell line cores were captured with an Olympus BX51 microscope and analyzed by Automated Quantitative Analysis (AQUAt). For each core, areas of tumor are distinguished from stroma by creating an epithelial tumor mask created from the cytokeratin signal. The tumor mask was determined by binary gating of the cytokeratin pixels. The DAPI image, which was used to identify the nuclear compartment, was subjected to a rapid exponential subtraction algorithm improving signal-to-noise ratio by subtracting the out-of-focus image from the in-focus image. After application of the rapid exponential subtraction algorithm, the signal intensity of the target protein (eg Met) was scored on a scale of 0-255. The AQUA score within subcellular compartments is calculated by dividing the signal intensity by the area of the specified compartment or the entire tumor mask. The AQUA technique has been extensively described in previous works 12, 13 and is now documented in over 40 peer-reviewed publications.
Statistical Analysis
Statistical analysis of regressions and Cox proportional hazards was done using JMP 5.0.1 (SAS Insititute, Cary, NC, USA). The cohort was split into randomized training and validation sets using X-tile 14 as a method for selecting optimal cut-points.
RESULTS

Validation of Met Antibodies by Western Blot
As an initial analysis of each antibody, Western blot analysis of HEK293 lysates was performed. For this study, we assessed the monoclonal antibodies 3D4 and MAB3729, with epitopes directed at the tyrosine kinase domain of Met, and polyclonal antibodies C12, C28 and CVD13, directed at the COOHterminal docking site of Met, and DO24, a monoclonal antibody to the extracellular domain. HEK293 cells were selected for analysis since they express the 60 kDa nuclear fragment of Met at levels that allow for detection by Western blotting in the absence of cell treatment (as described previously 21 ), even though they express very low levels of the full length Met receptor. Figure 1 shows all intracellular domain antibodies detecting the 145 kDa Met receptor as well as the 60 kDa nuclear fragment of Met with the exception of MAB3729, which did not detect full-length Met under these conditions and DO24, which has been previously shown to be unable to detect full-length Met on a Western blot.
Lot to Lot Variability of Antibodies
To assess antibody reproducibility, tissue arrays containing 640 breast cancers were stained with each antibody using different TMA masterblocks from the same cohort or different sections from the same TMA masterblock. As seen in Figure 2 , a high degree of variability was observed on slides stained with different lots of the same antibody. In Figure 2a , 3D4, a mouse monoclonal antibody shows clear nuclear expression of Met in a histospot representative of the typical expression pattern for the majority of the cohort. A second lot of the antibody on a histospot from the same tumor from the same patient shows a very different staining pattern in Figure 2b . This staining appears more membranous and nonspecific and is again representative of the majority of the histospots. The variability between tumor spots from the same tumor from a single patient (redundant histospots) on the two arrays is shown in Figure 2c as a scatterplot with an R-value of 0.194. However, both lots of the 3D4 antibody showed similar profiles on Western blots of HEK293 cell lysate. In comparison, another monoclonal antibody (MAB3729) showed a correlation of R ¼ 0.57 between redundant histospots ( Figure 2d ) and a correlation of R ¼ 0.80 in deeper sections of the same histospot (Figure 2e) . These values are more typical of our experience using the AQUA system in our lab on either redundant core or deeper section tissues from the same patient. The degree of variability seen in 3D4 led us to examine a range of commercially available Met antibodies on multiple tissue array slides from the same patient cohort to attempt to define a standard for validation.
One of Five Met Antibodies is Reproducible by Quantitative analysis
Although tissue arrays have been extensively validated as a method to assess protein expression in large cohorts 15, 16 there is inherent variability in protein expression from array to array of the same cohort due to biological tissue/tumor heterogeneity. Thus, it cannot be assumed that qualitative analysis of protein expression between TMA would correlate perfectly. We assess correlation between two slides from the same cohort by linear regression analysis. An example of a linear regression analysis is shown in Figure 2c -e. Studies from our lab (unpublished data) have previously shown regression values of 0.9 or better between slides cut from the same masterblock (deeper sections) and values of 0.70 or better between arrays of the same cohort for traditional wellestablished biomarkers such as PR, ER and Her2. However, in our study of these five Met antibodies, regression analyses Table 1a . This suggests that these antibodies are not providing a reproducible assessment of Met protein expression when analyzed quantitatively. Furthermore, the regression profiles between the antibodies against different regions of the Met protein show poor correlation, even assessed on deeper sections in the same arrays (Table 1b) . Two antibodies that show a good correlation between arrays are MAB3729, a mouse monoclonal antibody from Chemicon directed at the tyrosine kinase domain and C28, a polyclonal antibody from Santa Cruz directed at the last 28 amino acids in the COOH-terminal tail. MAB3729 gives an R-value of 0.6 between arrays (Figure 2d ) and 0.8 ( Figure 2e ) on slides of the same array. These R-values suggest somewhat more variability than we have seen for our traditional biomarkers, which may be explained by greater tumor heterogeneity of the Met protein.
To confirm this, we looked at cell line controls on each array. The R-value between the cell lines on masterblocks 49_4 and 49_5 for MAB3729 was 0.94, well within our acceptable range. This confirms that the antibody is indeed reproducible between arrays of the same cohort and is consistent with the smaller R-values illustrating tumor heterogeneity. In addition, results from MAB3729 and C28 antibodies on the same array correlated well with an R-value of 0.71. Neither of these antibodies correlated with the results from antibodies C12, CVD13 or 3D4. However, a second lot of C28 was not reproducible. The antibody required a different dilution for optimal staining and resulted in an R-value of 0.29 between 49_4 and 49_5. Furthermore, the example in Figure 2 would suggest that the difference in antibody lots is detectable by eye. In this study, all other antibodies tested showed similar patterns of membranous, cytoplasmic and nuclear expression of Met, with membranous expression being observed the least. Staining was carried out on two slides from the same array, and although these are not the same tumor spot, the staining pattern pictured here is representative of the expression patterns seen on the entire slide. This is an example of an obvious case of irreproducibility; other lots of antibodies were not nearly as different to the eye but only detectable by quantitative analysis by a computer. Variability as detected on scatterplots of redundant histospots on two different arrays using different lots of 3D4 (c) or MAB3729 (d). Scatterplot e shows variability between deeper cuts from the same array, using different lots of antibody MAB3729.
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Met is Predictive of Worse Outcome in Breast Carcinoma
Once we identified an antibody that is reproducible for quantitative analysis (MAB3729), we were able to analyze the data collected. Owing to the greater amount of heterogeneity seen by Met in tumors, two slides from the same array (12 cuts or about 60 mm apart) and one slide from a second array were used. AQUA was performed on images from the breast cohort as illustrated in Figure 3 . The resulting AQUA scores were divided by the exposure time to obtain a score relative to 1 ms of exposure time in order to normalize for subtle changes in exposure time due to the age of the light source and variables related to fluorophore yield. These normalized scores were averaged and used for statistical analysis. X-Tile 14 is a statistical method to determine the optimal cut-point for a continuous population. It was used to find the best cutpoint for a training set derived from a randomized selection of half of the population. As AQUA scores provide continuous data, rather than the ordinal data from traditional pathologist-read IHC, we are unable to use cut-points defined in previous publications. Figure 4a shows an X-tile plot. It depicts the possible cut-points for the training set on a triangular grid, as described in the study of Camp et al. 14 The intensity and color of each cut-point on the X-tile plot represents the direction and significance of that cut-point in relation to patient outcome. The red color on the X-tile plot indicates that the low population of nuclear Met expressing patients has better outcome at many different cut-points. The optimal cut-point for the training set was 0.4 AQUA units per millisecond. This cut-point was then applied to the second half of the randomized population, the validation set. Using this cut-point, Kaplan-Meier analysis was carried out on both the training and validation sets (Figure 4b and d) resulting in a validation set log rank Pvalue of 0.02 indicating that patients with high nuclear Met expression have a significantly worse outcome at 5 years. Specifically, Figure 4 shows high nuclear Met has a 65% 5-year survival compared with a 75% 5-year survival for the low expression group. Univariate analysis was done using Cox proportional hazards model. Univariate analysis shows a significant relationship between patient survival and nuclear expression of Met with a hazard ratio of 1.66 and a P-value of 0.0289, as shown in Table 2 . Other variables showing a significant relationship with patient survival are nodal status (Po0.0001), Multivariate analysis on the validation set of the cohort was completed with a Cox proportional hazards model using the markers from Table 2 that show significance with outcome. Table 3a shows that nodal status, tumor size, ER and Her2 status are independently predictive of outcome in this model. Multivariate analysis on a model including ER, PR, Her2 and nuclear Met indicate that nuclear expression of Met is a predictor of worse outcome (P ¼ 0.0206) identifying a novel subset of cancers independent of traditional biomarkers ER, PR and Her2. Addition of Tumor Size to this model as shown in Table 3d , indicates that nuclear Met remains an independent marker. Addition of Nodal Status to the model shown in Table 3b results in P ¼ 0.0512 (Table 3c ), indicating that nuclear Met as a marker has a slight relationship with nodal status. Overall, these results indicate that nuclear expression of Met can identify a subset of cancers independent of ER, PR, Her2 and tumor size, but may have a relationship with nodal status in this patient cohort. This is consistent with previous studies where subcellular localization was not addressed. 
DISCUSSION
The exact required methods for antibody validation are not well established. However, the validation step is critically important to insure accuracy of immunohistochemical analysis. 20 Here, we have shown that four of five commercially available antibodies to the Met COOH-terminal domain are not reproducible at a quantitative level even though most of them accurately identify the target protein on a Western blot. Although we identified MAB3729 as a reproducible antibody, which shows results highly similar to some lots of C28 antibody, it is clear that there are many sources for non-reproducibility. During this study, lots of MAB3729 were seen to lose their specificity after 4-5 months of proper storage. The best polyclonal antibody, C28, showed that a new lot required a new antibody titer and although it appeared qualitatively very similar, it was not rigorously reproducible.
Another variable to take into consideration when validating an antibody for quantitative analysis is the degree of heterogeneity. It has been reported that there is a higher degree of heterogeneity of Met expression in tumors than has been seen in proteins such as ER and PR. Through regression analysis of cell lines, we have confirmed this observation as the cell line controls on different arrays correlated well with R-values of 0.9 or better when using the antibody MAB3729. However, the tumor spots on these same arrays had much lower R-values, between 0.5 and 0.6, pointing to greater heterogeneity in Met expression within a tumor or possibly other artifacts present in tissue that are not present in cell lines.
All attempts to assess protein expression in situ are fraught with many uncontrollable variables. TMAs represent a valuable method to minimize some of those variables. However, antibody selection remains as a critical variable. This study was able to identify one out of five antibodies to the same protein that gives a reproducible result at a quantitative level. The antibody most commonly used in the literature (C28) showed promise and looked qualitatively similar. But quantitative analysis of each lot showed relatively poor reproducibility (one lot was reproducible, one was not). This illustrates the importance of quantitative validation of protein expression, even on a lot to lot basis. If these antibodies were to be used as a companion diagnostics, it would be critical to include reproducibility standards. The findings that many of these antibodies are not reproducible does not necessarily suggest that past immunohistochemical studies on Met are all inaccurate or incorrect. Most of the literature on Met as a prognostic marker has been done using traditional IHC methods (ie brown staining) with scoring by a pathologist. Frequently those studies were not specific with respect to the subcellular localization of the expression pattern. With the exception of 3D4, we were only able to detect irreproducibility between antibodies when the intensity of the staining pattern was determined through a highly sensitive automated system for quantitative analysis. AQUA enhances our ability to detect differences in protein expression by scoring the staining intensity on a continuous scale of 0-255, increasing the sensitivity of the assay in comparison with traditional scoring systems of 0-3. However, in light of these findings, antibodies should be carefully validated for reproducibility even if they are not being used with an automated system as there can be visible lot to lot differences as was seen with the antibody 3D4.
Our previous studies have shown that cytoplasmic domain antibodies to Met are predictive for survival whereas extracellular domain antibodies are not predictive. 19 That study used traditional IHC-based analysis on a cohort that is a subset of the cases used for this current study. Thus, above AQUA-based results are confirmatory and consistent with results obtained by traditional methods. 19 However, in that study, no attempt was made to assess subcellular localization. A number of years after completion of that study, we have shown that a fragment of Met containing the cytoplasmic domain can be found in the nucleus of less differentiated cells, whereas mature or differentiated cells retain Met at the plasma membrane. 21 Here, the finding that nuclear expression of Met, as detected by antibodies to the cytoplasmic domain, is predictive of worse outcome in a 5-year survival analysis and is consistent with the biological finding that nuclear expression is seen in low-density cultures and at the edge of wounded epithelial sheets in wound healing type assays (Pozner-Moulis and Rimm, unpublished observations). This raises the possibility that nuclear Met identifies a subpopulation of aggressive breast carcinomas independent of the traditional biomarkers ER, PR and Her2, which may be similar to the wound healing signature class identified by molecular profiling by the Stanford group. 
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